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Abstract—Ultrawideband pulse radars have a great potential
for high-range resolution in near field imaging and can be used
for noncontact measuring in precision or specular products such
as reflector antennas and aircraft fuselages. We have already
proposed a high-speed 3-D imaging algorithm, SEABED, which is
based on a reversible transform, which is the boundary scattering
transform, between the received signals and the target shape.
However, the estimated image with SEABED is unstable with
random noise because it utilizes a derivative of the received data.
In this paper, we propose a robust 3-D imaging algorithm with
an envelope of spheres that completely resolves the instability due
to derivative operations. Moreover, to enhance the resolution of
estimated images, this method is combined with a direct waveform
compensation method that does not sacrifice high-speed calculation. Numerical simulations and an experiment confirm that the
proposed method can realize fast, robust, and high-resolution 3-D
imaging for arbitrary targets.
Index Terms—Direct waveform compensation, envelope of
spheres, high-resolution and fast 3-D imaging, scattered waveform
deformation, ultrawideband (UWB) pulse radars.

I. I NTRODUCTION

V

ARIOUS measuring techniques require highperformance imaging systems with rapidness, robustness,
accuracy, and high-resolution. Ultrawideband (UWB) pulse
radars are promising candidates for these techniques. One of the
applications of UWB radars is as a noncontact measurement for
reflector antennas or aircraft bodies that have precision and
specular surfaces. They can also be applied in target identification and self-localization systems for robots or vehicles.
Although several different radar algorithms have been proposed, they either require intensive computation with optimizations [1]–[4] or have an insufficient spatial resolution to
identify object shapes [5]–[7]. Contrarily, the high-speed 3-D
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imaging algorithm called Shape Estimation Algorithm based
on BST and Extraction of Directly scattered waves (SEABED)
[8], [9] achieves a direct and nonparametric imaging based on
the reversible transforms, which are the boundary scattering
transform (BST) and inverse BST (IBST), between the time
delay and target boundary. The IBST has been used in
geosurface measurements [10]–[12] and a breast cancer
detection test [13]. Greenhalgh et al. make use of the IBST and
signal amplitudes to obtain a reliable surface image. It has been
verified that, in both cases, a direct and high-speed imaging
of the assumed target is achieved. However, the estimated
image using the IBST is unstable for noisy data because this
transform uses the derivative of the received data.
Image stabilization methods based on adaptive smoothing
have been proposed [14], [15]. However, there is a tradeoff
between the resolution and stability due to the correlation
length of the smoothing filters. To resolve this tradeoff, we
have proposed a stable and fast 2-D imaging algorithm with
an envelope of circles [16]. This method does not require
derivative operations to create a stable image. In this paper, we
extend this algorithm to the 3-D case. Our method calculates
spheres with the observed delays for each antenna location and
utilizes the principle that an arbitrary target boundary can be
expressed as outer or inner envelopes of spheres. The method
does not utilize derivative operations yet enables us to realize a
robust imaging for arbitrary 3-D shapes.
In the case of a convex target, however, the estimated image
around the target edge is distorted due to scattered waveform
deformations. Waveform estimation (WE) for imaging has been
proposed for high-resolution 2-D imaging [17], [18]. However,
it requires long calculations for 3-D imaging due to the recursive WE procedures. To resolve this problem, we directly
compensate the errors for the estimated delay with a spectrum
offset correction (SOC) method. Numerical simulations and an
experiment verify that the proposed method achieves a highresolution, fast, and robust 3-D imaging for an arbitrary target
shape.
II. C ONVENTIONAL A LGORITHM
A. System Model
The upper part of Fig. 1 shows the system model. It assumes
that the target has an arbitrary shape with a clear boundary
and that the propagation speed of the radio wave is a known
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Fig. 2. Estimated image with SEABED for the convex target in noisy case
where the adaptive smoothing is applied [(X, Y, Z) is known].

Fig. 1. Relationship between target boundary in r-space and quasi-wavefront
in d-space.

constant. An omnidirectional antenna is scanned on the plane
z = 0. We utilize a UWB pulse as the transmitting current
and assume a linear polarization in the direction of the x-axis.
R-space is defined as the real space where the target and the
antenna are located and is expressed by the parameters x, y, z.
These parameters are normalized by λ, which is the center
wavelength of the pulse. We assume that z > 0 for simplicity.
s (X, Y, Z  ) is defined as the received electric field at the
antenna location (x, y, z) = (X, Y, 0). s(X, Y, Z  ) is defined
as the output of the matched filter with the transmitted waveform, where Z  = ct/(2λ) is expressed by the time t and
the speed of the radio wave c. We connect the significant
peaks of s(X, Y, Z  ) as Z for each X and Y and call this
surface (X, Y, Z) a quasi-wavefront. D-space is defined as the
space expressed by (X, Y, Z). The transform from d-space to
r-space corresponds to the imaging that we deal with in this
paper.

B. SEABED
We have already proposed a high-speed 3-D imaging algorithm known as SEABED, which utilizes a reversible transform BST between the point (x, y, z) in r-space and the point
(X, Y, Z) in d-space. IBST is expressed as follows:
⎫
x =
X − Z∂Z/∂X
⎬
y =
Y
−
Z∂Z/∂Y
.
(1)

⎭
z = Z 1 − (∂Z/∂X)2 − (∂Z/∂Y )2
This transform gives us a strict solution for the assumed inverse
problem and achieves a direct and nonparametric 3-D imaging.
Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the target boundary and
the quasi-wavefront. The estimated image with SEABED is,
however, generally unstable with random noise because the
derivative of the quasi-wavefront enhances the random errors.

An example of the application of SEABED in noisy situations
follows. We assume scanning the antenna in the range −2.0λ ≤
x ≤ 2.0λ, −2.0λ ≤ y ≤ 2.0λ and calculate Z at 41 locations
for each axis. A trapezoidal target boundary is assumed and
a random value is added to each point of the true quasiwavefront, the standard deviation of which is 5.0 × 10−3 λ,
which corresponds to S/N = 23 dB [15]. To suppress the
instability, an adaptive smoothing for the quasi-wavefront with
the Gaussian filter has been proposed [14], where
 the optimum
correlation length is approximated as σ = δmax Z/π in the
case of convex targets. Fig. 2 shows the estimated image with
SEABED after adaptive smoothing has been applied. δmax =
0.1λ is empirically determined. Although this achieves a highresolution image, instability still remains in the edge region
of the estimated image. This is because the fluctuation of the
quasi-wavefront cannot be suppressed completely and it still
has the instability due to derivative operations. We also confirm
that there is a tradeoff between stability and resolution due to
data smoothing.

III. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
A. Target Boundary and Envelope of Spheres
To resolve the problem described in the previous section,
we propose a robust 3-D imaging algorithm without derivative
operations. This algorithm utilizes the principle that the target
boundary can be expressed as the envelope of the spheres,
with a center point (X, Y, 0) and radius Z. Fig. 3 shows the
relationship between the target boundary and the envelopes of
the circles in a 2-D problem, for simplicity. Fig. 3 shows that
the envelopes of the circles should circumscribe or inscribe
to the target boundary, according to the sign of ∂x/∂X =
1 − Z∂ 2 Z/∂X 2 − (∂Z/∂X)2 , which denotes the target curvature [16]. For extension to a 3-D problem, we introduce the
following proposition. Here, the sphere S(X,Y,Z) is defined as
follows:


S(X,Y,Z) = (x, y, z)|(x − X)2 + (y − Y )2 + z 2 < Z 2 .
(2)
The point on a target surface (x, y, z) is defined as ∂T(X,Y,Z) ,
which is transformed from (X, Y, Z) in (1).
Proposition 1: We define a part of the quasi-wavefront
(X  , Y  , Z  ) as ΓX , where ΓX is a single-valued function for
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where X  and Y  are searching variables. xp (X  ) is defined
as the intersection point between the projective circle of
∂S(X, Y, Z) and that of ∂S(X  , Y, Z  ) on the plane y = Y ,
as shown in Fig. 3. yp (Y  ) is similarly defined on the plane
x = X. The derivation of (8) is given in Appendix B. The first
and second equations in (8) estimate the target region along the
x- and y-axes, respectively. The third equation estimates the
target boundary as that of the spheres ∂S(X,Y,Z) . Equation (8)
determines an arbitrary target boundary without derivative operations. Thus, the instability caused by noise is suppressed.
Fig. 3. Relationship between target boundary and envelopes of circles in
2-D problem.

X  and satisfies Y  = Y and (∂Z  /∂X  )2 + (∂Z  /∂Y  )2 ≤ 1.
SY1 and SY−1 are defined as follows:
⎫

S(X  ,Y,Z  ) ⎪
SY1 =
⎬
(X  ,Y,Z  )∈ΓX
.
(3)
−1
SY =
S(X  ,Y,Z  ) ⎪
⎭


(X ,Y,Z )∈ΓX

Now, the following relationship holds:
∂T(X,Y,Z) ⊂

∂SYνX .

(4)

(X,Y ,Z )∈ΓY

are defined. Now, (1) certifies ∂T(X,Y,Z) = φ, where φ is an
empty set. Thus, ∂T(X,Y,Z) is expressed as follows:
(6)

Accordingly, a whole target boundary can be expressed as a
sum set of ∂T(X,Y,Z) for (X, Y, Z) ∈ Γ, where Γ is the domain
of (X, Y, Z). Thus, the target boundary ∂T is expressed as
follows:
∂T ⊃

∂T(X,Y,Z) .

The procedures for the proposed method are as follows. i = 0
is set.
Step 1) Obtain the output of the matched filter as
s(X, Y, Z  ) with received signals s (X, Y, Z  ) in
each antenna location.
Step 2) Extract quasi-wavefronts as (X, Y, Z  ), which
satisfy
∂s(X, Y, Z  )/∂Z  = 0

∂A expresses a boundary set of A, and νX = sgn(∂x/∂X) is
defined.
The proof of Prop. 1 is given in Appendix A. This proposition should satisfy in the case of X  = X, and ∂T(X,Y,Z) ⊂
νY
holds, where νY = sgn(∂y/∂Y ), the part of the quasi∂SX
wavefront is defined as (X  , Y  , Z  ) ∈ ΓY , and
⎫

1
SX
=
S(X,Y  ,Z  ) ⎪
⎬
(X,Y  ,Z  )∈ΓY
(5)
−1
SX =
S(X,Y  ,Z  ) ⎪
⎭



νY
.
∂T(X,Y,Z) ⊂ ∂SYνX ∩ ∂SX

B. Procedures for the Proposed Method

(7)

(X,Y,Z)∈Γ

Here, νX and νY denote whether the envelope of circles circumscribe or inscribe to the target boundary in each cross-section
plane. The sign can be determined for each plane using the
proposition in the 2-D model, which has been proved as Prop. 1
in [16].
With (6), each target region (x, y, z) for (X, Y, Z) is approximated as follows:
⎫
xp (X  ) ≤ x ≤
min
xp (X  ) ⎪
max
⎪
νX (X  −X)<0
νX (X  −X)>0
⎬


max
y
(Y
)
≤
y
≤
min
y
(Y
)
(8)
p
p


νY (Y −Y )<0
νY (Y −Y )>0
⎪
⎪

⎭
z = Z 2 − (x − X)2 − (y − Y )2

s(X, Y, Z  ) ≥ α max
s(X, Y, Z  ).

Z

(9)

Extract (X, Y, Z) as ΓT from (X, Y, Z  ), which
satisfies the local maximum of Z  for each X and Y .
Parameter α and the searching region of Z  are
determined empirically.
Step 3) Remove interfered points from ΓT , which have
plural connecting candidates around themselves, and
the remaining points are defined as Γi .
Step 4) Select one point from Γi as (Xi , Yi , Zi ), and extract
ΓXi and ΓYi from each cross-section plane of Γi at
Y = Yi and X = Xi , respectively.
Step 5) Determine the signs of ∂x/∂X and ∂y/∂Y in ΓXi
and ΓYi , respectively.
Step 6) Determine the target region as ∂T(Xi ,Yi ,Zi ) by
applying (8) with ΓXi and ΓYi . Set Γi =
Γi /(Xi , Yi , Zi ).
Step 7) If Γi is not empty, set i ← i + 1 and return to
Step 4).
Otherwise, estimate the target boundary as
∂T = (X,Y,Z)∈Γ0 ∂T(X,Y,Z) .
Fig. 4 shows the procedures for this method. The aforementioned method determines the target boundary as part of the
envelope of spheres, and as such, we call it Envelope.
IV. S TABILITY E VALUATIONS FOR E STIMATED I MAGES
IN N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS
A. Convex Boundary
In this section, imaging stability is evaluated as follows.
Fig. 5 shows the estimated boundary with Envelope with the
same quasi-wavefront used in Fig. 2. It can be seen that
the image obtained has high resolution and a high degree of
stability in the edge region of the target. This is because the
proposed method enables us to transform the group of the
quasi-wavefront to the group of the target boundary. Thus, it
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Fig. 5. Estimated image with Envelope for the convex target where the same
quasi-wavefront in Fig. 2 is used.

Fig. 6. Relationship between μ and S/N in the convex target [(X, Y, Z) is
known].

Fig. 7. Estimated image with SEABED for the concave target in noisy case
[(X, Y, Z) is known].

Fig. 4. Procedure of the proposed method.

resolves the tradeoff between stability and resolution due to
data derivatives. We quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of
each method, using an evaluation value μ that is defined as
follows:
μ=

NT
1 
min x − xie
NT i=0 x

2

(10)

where x and xie express the location of the true target point and
that of the estimated point, respectively. NT is the total number

Fig. 8. Estimated image with Envelope for the concave target in noisy case
[(X, Y, Z) is known].

of estimated points. Fig. 6 shows μ for the S/N in each method,
where S/N is calculated as the standard deviation of Gaussian
noises added to the true quasi-wavefront [15]. SEABED is combined with the adaptive filtering for the quasi-wavefront [14].
This figure confirms that Envelope has a significant advantage
in producing stable accurate target imaging for S/N ≥ 13 dB.
For example, Envelope produces a five times improvement in μ
compared to SEABED, where S/N = 40 dB.
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TABLE I
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EACH SIGN OF ∂x/∂X, ∂y/∂Y AND
THE A MOUNT OF E ACH P HASE R OTATION

Fig. 9. Relationship between μ and S/N in the concave target [(X, Y, Z) is
known].

Fig. 11. Estimated image with Envelope for the concave target after phase
compensations [(X, Y, Z) is unknown].

Fig. 10. Estimated image with Envelope for the concave target before phase
compensations [(X, Y, Z) is unknown].

B. Concave Boundary
We now present the example applied to a concave target.
We give random errors to the true quasi-wavefront, the standard deviation of which is 7.0 × 10−3 λ, which corresponds to
S/N = 24 dB. The correlation length of the Gaussian filter is
0.1 λ. Figs. 7 and 8 show the estimated images with SEABED
and Envelope, respectively. We confirm that the image with
SEABED is unstable, particularly around the concave region
due to the derivative of the quasi-wavefront. Contrarily, the
image with Envelope is quite stable for all regions of the target
boundary and even for the noisy case. In addition, Fig. 9 shows
the relationship between μ and the S/N for a concave target.
This figure shows that μ in Envelope significantly improves
compared to that in SEABED, where S/N ≥ 14 dB. μ in
Envelope is less than 1.0 × 10−2 λ where S/N ≥ 30 dB. These
evaluations show that Envelope produces more stable images
than SEABED for various target shapes.
V. H IGH -R ESOLUTION I MAGING W ITH D IRECT
W AVEFORM C OMPENSATIONS
A. Phase Rotation Compensation for Concave Boundaries
This section examines the proposed algorithm in more realistic situations with simulations using finite-difference time
domain (FDTD) and a real experiment. Fig. 10 shows the
estimated image for simulated data calculated by using the
FDTD method. The received signals are observed at 41 locations along both the x- and y-axes where −1.7λ ≤ x and
y ≤ 1.7λ, respectively. The transmitted current is assumed to
be a monocyclic pulse. We confirm that the estimated points
with Envelope have large offset errors because the scattered
wave from the concave boundaries has some phase rotation

Fig. 12. Relationship between μ and S/N for the concave target [(X, Y, Z)
is unknown].

from passing through the caustic points [19]. Here, the signs
of ∂x/∂X and ∂y/∂Y correspond to the amount of phase
rotation. Table I shows the relationship between the signs of
∂x/∂X and ∂y/∂Y and the phase rotations. If the signs of both
∂x/∂X and ∂y/∂Y are negative, the amount of phase rotation
is π. In this method, we first calculate the range shift with each
phase rotation of the transmitted waveform for π/2 and π and
update Z for each group. Fig. 11 shows the estimated image
after compensating for the phase rotations and verifies that the
estimated image gives a more accurate target boundary. The
computational time for this method is less than 0.1 s for a Xeon
3.2-GHz processor, which is suitable for real-time operations.
Furthermore, a quantitative analysis of the accuracy in each
method is presented later in this paper. Fig. 12 shows μ for
the S/N in each algorithm. White noises are added to the
received signals. In this case, S/N is defined as the ratio of peak
instantaneous signal power to the averaged noise power after
applying the matched filter. This figure confirms that Envelope
significantly enhances μ for all S/N values. This is because
the phase rotation caused by passing through a caustic can be
robustly compensated without derivative operations, and μ in
Envelope is enhanced with the accurate ranges.
B. Direct Range Compensations With Spectrum Shift
Correction for Convex Boundaries
For convex targets, the estimated image with Envelope is
usually distorted around the target edges or wedges. Fig. 13
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Fig. 13. Estimated image with Envelope for the convex target [(X, Y, Z) is
unknown].

Fig. 15. Estimated image with Envelope + WE for the convex target
[(X, Y, Z) is unknown].

Fig. 16.

Fig. 14. Accuracy for quasi-wavefront with Envelope for the convex target.

shows the estimated image with Envelope for simulated data
calculated by using the FDTD method. The image around
the target edges is estimated as a smoothed surface, and the
edge points cannot be identified. This is because the scattered
waveform from the edge region is different to the transmitted
one, and this causes a large error of the quasi-wavefront. Fig. 14
shows the accuracy of the quasi-wavefront for each antenna
location. Here, e = |Ztrue − Z|. For example, the antenna location at (X, Y ) = (−0.7λ, −0.7λ) receives strong echo from
the edge. The error around the region is about 7.0 × 10−2 λ/c.
We have proposed a high-resolution imaging algorithm with
shape and WEs, which is known as Envelope + WE, to enhance
the resolution around the edge region [17], [18]. Using iterative
procedures, this method updates matched filters in each step
from the estimated waveform, which can be calculated with the
previously extracted target boundary. Each scattered waveform
can be quickly calculated by using the simplified Green’s
function integral. Fig. 15 shows the estimated image after two
iterations of the shape and WE. We confirm that the resolution
of the edge region remains inadequate, even if the number of
iterations increases. The error around the edge region is about
3.0 × 10−2 λ/c. This is because the scattered wave includes
negligible influence from the shadow region of the target and
the effects of the polarimetry characteristic, which are not
included in the simplified WEs. Moreover, the calculation time
for this method is more than 10 s, which is not realistic for use
in a real-time application.
To resolve these problems, we directly compensate for the
range error with the center frequencies of the received waveforms. Fig. 16 shows the principle of the matched filter for
the transmitted and scattered waveforms. We confirm that the
matching point between the scattered and transmitted signals
does not express the true time of arrival due to the waveform

Matching example between scattered and transmitted waveforms.

deformations. Here, we approximate the range shift ΔZ as
follows:
ΔZ =


f0  −1
−1
f − fsc
W tr

(11)

where ftr and fsc are the center frequencies of the transmitted
and scattered waveforms, respectively. f0 = c/λ. W is a normalized constant determined with a fractional bandwidth of the
transmitted signal. W = 4 is set. fsc is calculated in the time
domain as follows [20]:
N


1
∗
∠
fsc =
si si+L
(12)
2πLΔt
i=0
where si = ssc (iΔt + 2Zλ/c), ssc (t) is an analytical signal of
the scattered wave, Δt is the interval of the time sampling,
and N is the total number of samples. Equation (12) enables
us to calculate fsc by eliminating the interferences from the
multiple scattered or remaining direct waves because these
components can be windowed in the time domain. Here, N Δt
and LΔt are set to 1.0λ/c and 0.2λ/c, respectively, which
are empirically determined in terms of accurate and robust
frequency estimation. The noise sensitivity for parameters N
and L is presented at the frequency estimation in (12). The
test signal is assumed to be the transmitted pulse used in the
FDTD simulation.
The frequency estimation error ef is defined

M
2 , where f
as ef = (1/M )
(fest − ftrue )2 /ftrue
true is the
true center frequency of the test pulse and fest is an estimated
one in (12). M is the number of trials. The left- and right-hand
sides of Fig. 17 show ef for the S/N in each parameter LΔt
and N Δt, respectively, where the other parameter is fixed at
N Δt = 1.0λ/c and LΔt = 0.2λ/c, respectively. This figure
shows that the parameters LΔt and N Δt should be around
0.2λ/c and 1.0λ/c, respectively, to obtain a small ef for the
lower S/N . We call this algorithm Envelope + SOC.
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Fig. 20. Mean curvature H for the estimated images with (left) Envelope and
(right) Envelope + SOC.

Fig. 18. Estimated image with Envelope + SOC for the convex target
[(X, Y, Z) is unknown].
Fig. 21. Relationship between μ and S/N for the convex target [(X, Y, Z) is
unknown].

Fig. 19.
target.

Accuracy for quasi-wavefront with Envelope + SOC for the convex

C. Application Examples in Numerical Simulations
Figs. 18 and 19 show the estimated image and the accuracy
for the quasi-wavefront, respectively, with Envelope + SOC.
We confirm that our method achieves high-resolution 3-D imaging including the target edges and wedges. The error of the
quasi-wavefront around this region is within 1.0 × 10−2 λ/c,
and the calculation time for this method is 0.2 s for a Xeon
3.2-GHz processor. Here, we present the quantitative analysis
for the resolution of the image obtained. We introduce mean
curvature H as follows:




1 + zx2 zyy + 1 + zy2 zxx − 2zx zy zxy
(13)
H=
3/2

2 1 + zx2 + zy2
where zx = (∂z/∂x) and zxy = (∂ 2 z)/(∂x∂y) are defined.
The left- and right-hand sides of Fig. 20 show the mean
curvature H for both images with Envelope and Envelope +
SOC, respectively. These results show that Envelope + SOC
can reconstruct correct surfaces including edges and wedges,
and it enhances the spatial resolution in terms of curvature.

Fig. 22. EIRP emission level of the transmitted pulse within the released
bandwidth of FCC in numerical simulation.

Here, μ for the S/N in each method is presented as follows.
Fig. 21 shows the relationship between μ and the S/N for
SEABED, Envelope, and Envelope + SOC. This figure shows
that Envelope + SOC can enhance the accuracy 1.0 × 10−2 λ
where S/N ≥ 35 dB. With a lower S/N , the accuracy with
this method deteriorates as a result of the inaccuracy in the
frequency estimation in (12). Enhancing the accuracy of the
range compensation with a lower S/N is one of our future
tasks.
Moreover, we have added a test case when the transmitted UWB signal is within the released bandwidth, which is
regulated by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC).
The FCC altered the equivalent isotropically radiated power
(EIRP) for UWB signals within −41.3 dBm/MHz from 3.0 to
10.6 GHz. Fig. 22 shows the EIRP for the transmitted signal, which has been filtered with the released bandwidth. We
have selected the center frequency of the monocyclic pulse as
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Fig. 23. Estimated image with Envelope + SOC with the regulated UWB
signals in Fig. 22.

Fig. 25.

Arrangement of the antennas and the target in the experiment.

Fig. 26.

Estimated image of Envelope in the experiment.

Fig. 24. EIRP emission level of the transmitted pulse used in the experiment.

6.0 GHz to retain the maximum signal power in the limited
bandwidth. Fig. 23 shows the estimated image produced by
Envelope + SOC with the regulated UWB signals. As shown in
this figure, the estimated image is almost the same as that shown
in Fig. 18. This result shows that the proposed algorithm can
realize high-resolution 3-D imaging with the regulated UWB
pulse. In addition, in this case, μ for Envelope + SOC is less
than 0.5 mm, which is sufficiently accurate for the anticipated
application thereof, i.e., as a noncontact measurement for reflector antennas or aircraft surfaces.
D. Application Example in Experiment
This section evaluates the performance from an experiment.
We utilize a UWB pulse with a center frequency of 3.3 GHz
and the 10-dB bandwidth of 2.0 GHz. Fig. 24 shows the EIRP
of the transmitted signal used in the experiment. The distance
between the transmitting and receiving antennas is 3.0 m, which
is regulated by the environmental metric of the FCC [21]. Here,
the receiving antenna gain is 2 dBi, and the loss of coaxial cable
is 0.5 dB/m. As shown in Fig. 24, the UWB signal does not
satisfy the bandwidth limitation of the FCC between 2.5 and
3.8 GHz. The maximum peak of the EIRP is −35.0 dB for
2.9 GHz. However, this experimental setup is in an anechoic
chamber, where interferences to other communication signals
are negligible. Also, even if the UWB signal power is limited
with the released bandwidth, the proposed method can hold its
performance by increasing the number of coherent integrations.
The antenna has an elliptic polarization, of which the ratio of
major to minor axis is about 17 dB, and the direction of the
polarimetry axis of the antenna is along the y-axis. The 3-dB
beamwidth of the antenna is about 90◦ . We use a trapezoid

Fig. 27. Accuracy for the quasi-wavefront with Envelope method in the
experiment.

target made from a stainless steel sheet. Fig. 25 shows the location of the antenna and the target. The transmitted and received
antennas are scanned on the z = 0 plane for −170 mm ≤ x ≤
170 mm and −200 mm ≤ y ≤ 200 mm, respectively, where
each sampling interval is set to 10 mm. The separation between the transmitted and received antennas is 48 mm in the
y-direction. The data are coherently averaged 1024 times.
Figs. 26 and 27 show the estimated image and the accuracy
for the quasi-wavefront, respectively, with Envelope. S/N is
35 dB. As shown in these figures, the resolution of the target
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Fig. 30. Arrangement of the antennas and the concave target in the
experiment.

Fig. 28. Estimated image of Envelope + SOC in the experiment.

Fig. 31. True image for the concave target boundary in the experiment.

Fig. 29. Accuracy for the quasi-wavefront with Envelope + SOC in the
experiment.

wedge is distorted due to the scattered waveform deformations. The μ defined in (10) from Envelope is 3.2 × 10−2 λ.
Contrarily, Figs. 28 and 29 show the estimated image and the
accuracy for the quasi-wavefront, respectively, with Envelope
+ SOC. These figures verify that Envelope + SOC can produce
a higher resolution image around the wedges and the upper
surface of the target with μ of 1.6 × 10−2 λ. However, there are
some distortions in the estimated image compared to the results
from the numerical simulations. This is because the fractional
bandwidth of the experimental pulse is lower than that of the
monocycle pulse. Thus, the scattered wave is severely interfered
by the remains of the direct wave, which cannot be completely
eliminated.
Moreover, the test case for a concave target is demonstrated
as follows. Fig. 30 shows the arrangement of the antennas
and the assumed object with a concave boundary. The S/N is
31 dB. Fig. 31 shows the true boundary of the concave target.
The left- and right-hand sides of Fig. 32 show the estimated
image and a cross-section view for −0.1λ ≤ x ≤ 0.1λ with
SEABED, respectively. Fig. 33 shows the same view with
Envelope. These figures prove that Envelope produces a more
stable boundary compared to the conventional SEABED. The
accuracy distortions around the target edges for both methods
are caused by the range errors due to the lower S/N . μ

Fig. 32. (Left) Estimated 3-D image and (right) its cross section with
SEABED for concave target in the experiment.

Fig. 33. (Left) Estimated 3-D image and (right) its cross section with Envelope for concave target in the experiment.

for SEABED and Envelope is 2.4 × 10−1 λ and 1.4 × 10−1 λ,
respectively. These experimental studies confirm that the
proposed algorithm is superior with regard to stable highresolution 3-D imaging for UWB radars.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed Envelope, which is a fast and robust 3-D
imaging algorithm with envelopes of spheres for an arbitrary
target shape. It achieves a stable and high-resolution imaging
without derivative operations. In addition, it realizes an accurate
imaging for concave boundaries by compensating the phase
rotations. Furthermore, to enhance the resolution of a convex
target, we have introduced direct waveform compensations with
SOC. The synthesis of Envelope and SOC realizes rapid and
high-resolution 3-D imaging even in the edge region. The
results from numerical simulations show that the accuracy for
the quasi-wavefront is 1/100 center wavelength, and our method
achieves a high-resolution 3-D imaging. The calculation time is
0.2 s for a Xeon 3.2-GHz processor, and thus, it can be used
for real-time applications. We have also showed application
examples with experimental data. These investigations verified
that our proposed method achieves high-resolution and fast 3-D
imaging even in a real environment. This algorithm can also be
applied to multiple targets. The principle used in the proposed
method can work even if each antenna receives multiple echoes
from multiple scattering centers. However, it is difficult to retain
the high-resolution 3-D imaging because the accuracy for SOC
is distorted by waveform deformations due to the interfered
echoes from the multiple targets. It is our important future work
to resolve this problem.

Fig. 34.

Relationship between (x2d , Y, z2d ) and (x, y, z).

holds. Contrarily, only one element in (X, Y, Z) ∈ ΓX exists
for (x, y, z) where it satisfies
(x − X)2 + (y − Y )2 + z 2 = Z 2 .

Obviously, (17) and the aforementioned condition become the
necessary and sufficient conditions that (x, y, z) ∈ ∂SY1 . In the
case of ∂x/∂X < 0, (x, y, z) ∈ ∂SY−1 can be proved by using
a similar approach, and Prop. 1 has been proved.
A PPENDIX B
D ERIVATION OF (8)
Here, ∂x/∂X > 0 and ∂y/∂Y < 0 are assumed for the
quasi-wavefronts (X  , Y, Z  ) ∈ ΓX and (X, Y  , Z  ) ∈ ΓY , respectively. With Prop. 1, the following inequalities hold:
(x − X  )2 + (y − Y )2 + z 2 > Z 2 ,

Here, we utilize the following proposition, which has
been proved 
as Prop. 2 in [16]. We define x2d = X − ZZX
2 , and γ = {(X, Z)|(X, Y, Z) ∈ Γ }
and z2d = Z 1 − ZX
X
X
is defined.
Proposition 2: If ∂x2d /∂X > 0 holds, for all (X, Z) ∈ γX ,
the following equation holds:
2
(x2d − X)2 + z2d
≥ Z2

(14)

where an equal sign holds at only
 one point of (X, Z).
Here, x2d = x and z2d = z 2 + (ZZY )2 holds from (1).
By substituting x2d and z2d in (14)
(x − X)2 + (ZZY )2 + z 2 ≥ Z 2

(15)

is obtained. Here, y = Y − ZZY holds in (1), and the next
inequality holds
(x − X)2 + (y − Y )2 + z 2 ≥ Z 2 .

(16)

Fig. 34 shows the relationship between (x2d , Y, z2d ) and
(x, y, z). According to Prop. 2, this relationship holds for all
(X  , Y, Z  ) ∈ ΓX because Y is constant and ΓX corresponds
to γX . Thus
/ SY1
∂T(X,Y,Z) ∈

 2

2

(x − X) + (y − Y ) + z < Z ,
2

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1

(17)

(18)

2

(X  = X)


(Y = Y ).

(19)
(20)

With the aforementioned equations and (18), the following
relationships hold:
⎫

Z 2 −Z 2
x < X+X
− 2(X
(X  > X) ⎪
 −X) ,
2
⎪
⎪

⎪
Z 2 −Z 2

⎬
x > X+X
−
,
(X
<
X)

2
2(X −X)
.
(21)

2
2
Z −Z
y < Y +Y
− 2(Y
(Y  > Y ) ⎪
 −Y ) ,
⎪
2
⎪
⎪

⎭
Z 2 −Z 2
y > Y +Y
− 2(Y
(Y  > Y )
 −Y ) ,
2
Here, these inequalities are equivalent to the first and second
terms of (8) in the case where νX = 1 and νY = −1. Similarly,
for each combination of the signs of ∂x/∂X and ∂y/∂Y , (8) is
derived.
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